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Abstract 
In this study, English agricultural science research articles (RA) Introductions published 
in China and internationally have been examined in order to discover whether the 
presence of move/step in each context are similar or different. The two corpora 
comprising of 45 English Introductions published in China and 45 international 
Introductions in agricultural science were analyzed using Kanoksilapatham’s (2005) 
model as the analytical tool, revealing that both sets of RAs were similar in their 
presence of move, namely 3 moves for each. However, due to a number of factors, 
discrepancies between the two corpora have given rise to the choices of steps. Perhaps, 
the presence of step within Move2 is the most striking difference between the two 
corpora. For example, the two groups of writers shared the step of indicating a research 
gap, but the Chinese researchers used the additional step of research problem and their 
international counterparts used the additional step of making a hypothesis. The finding 
of the present study may provide much insight into the rhetorical structure of RAs in this 
particular field and help those novice researchers, particularly Chinese novice 
researchers, who want to write for international publication.  
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1. Introduction 

International publication has become a requirement for the hiring, promotion, and tenure of 
academic staff and also for Ph.D. degrees candidates in China. In many of Chinese leading 
universities, faculty members need to publish their research papers in high impact 
international journals (Ye, 2019)[1]. However, writing research articles (RAs) in English has 
always been a daunting task for researchers (Flowerdew, 2001)[2], particularly for non-native 
English speaking (NNES) researchers (Flowerdew, 1999a)[3] due to their limited English 
proficiency level (Pornsiri,2018)[4]. 
Realizing the difficulties that NNES writers have is important, yet, what is equally important is 
how they should write their papers. For this reason, the investigation of the textual organization 
of RAs has aroused great interest among researchers for many years, after John Swales 
proposed his Create A Research Space (CARS) model in 1990[5]. The Introduction section, which 
is the first section after the abstract, has been extensively investigated due to the two reasons. 
First, it plays a great role to motivate readers to read the rest of the article (Kanoksilapatham, 
2011)[6]. Second, it is particularly difficult for researchers to write (Flowerdew, 1999b)[7]. Two 
lines of studies were conducted to analyze the textual organization of the Introduction section 
(Kanoksilapatham , 2012; Nguyen & Pramoolsook, 2014; Tessuto,2015; Ozturk, 2007; Samraj, 
2002)[8,9,10,11,12] or the linguistic features in this section respectively (Lu et al. 2020; Lu et al. 
2021a, Lu et al., 2021b)[13,14,15].   
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The knowledge of both the textual organization of RA and the linguistic realizations of the global 
moves is beneficial for NNES writers, who attempted to publish their papers at international 
level. Also, the awareness of rhetorical differences across different cultures need to be raised 
due to the fact that NNES writers might be influenced by the rhetorical patterns of their native 
language (Connor, 1996)[16]. For example, Chinese writers may include discourse features 
valued in Chinese culture in their English writing, which differ from those used in English 
academic papers (Ye, 2019). This is likely to cause problems that “their products may obtain 
lower interest and or/appreciation, or they may simply fail to get themselves published”  
(Duszak, 1994, p.291)[17].  
In this regard, another line of research was to compare the textual organization of RA 
Introductions in English with those of other languages, for example, Thai (Jogthong, 2001)[18], 
Brazilian Portuguese (Hirano, 2009)[19], Chinese (Loi, 2010; Loi & Evans, 2010; Taylor & 
Tingguang, 1991)[20,21,22] and Spanish (Sheldon, 2011)[23], demonstrating culture-specific 
features in the Introduction section. Yet, limited research has compared rhetorical differences 
in English RA Introductions published between local and international levels. This raises the 
question of whether there are rhetorical differences in English RA Introductions published in 
China and internationally. 
Since rhetorical structure used in agricultural science RAs published internationally has been 
analyzed (Shi & Wannaruk, 2014)[24] as language teachers, we would like to see how Chinese 
researchers write their RAs in English differently from international researchers. Following the 
line of cross-cultural writing, the present study aims at investigating whether there are 
similarities and/or differences between the rhetorical structure of English RA Introductions 
published in China and internationally. By comparison, the rhetorical structure of agricultural 
science RA Introductions will become more evident to Chinese writers or those in this field who 
want to get their RAs published. 

2. Methods  

Two corpora were used in the present study: an international corpus and local corpus. Forty-
five RAs were selected from 22 peer reviewed international journals in the three major fields 
of agricultural science: 15 from animal science, 15 from food science and 15 from plant science, 
and published during the year 2009-2013. Also, another 45 RAs were selected from 5 English 
journals published in China, 15 for each sub-field. Due to the limited number of English articles 
in local corpus, the years of their publication was extended from 2007 to 2013. Those journals 
were chosen based on high impact factor, ensuring that they are reputable in the field of 
agricultural science.  
Kanoksilapatham’s (2005)[25] model was selected as a framework for move identification over 
other models for three reasons. First, the selection of journals was based on the impact factor, 
guaranteeing the objectivity of the sampling. Second, this model could potentially benefit 
learners from hard sciences (e.g. biology and chemistry), the natural sciences (e.g. 
environmental science and ecology), and applied sciences (e.g. biotechnology and food science). 
Third, Kanoksilapatham’s (2005) model was used as a framework to analyze agricultural 
science RAs, from the Introduction section through to the Discussion section (Shi & Wannaruk, 
2014) confirming that this model was a valid tool for the present study. Based on 
Kanoksilapatham’s (2005) criteria, the cut-off point was 60%. That is, the occurrence of a 
conventional move ranges from 60% to 100%, whereas the occurrence of an optional move is 
below 60%. 
To assess coding reliability, 20 randomly selected RAs (10 for each corpus) were coded by 3 
different people (the researcher, the native English speaking professor in agricultural science 
and a Ph.D. candidate in this field). The reliability of move identification for the Introduction 
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section reached 82.98% for the international and 80.35% for the local corpora, demonstrating 
that the coders can identify moves with a high degree of accuracy.   

3. Results and Discussion 

As shown in Table 1, three moves were found in the Introduction section.  Comparing the two 
corpora, all moves found in this section were conventional, reflecting that members belonging 
to the same academic discipline share a considerable amount of conventions and background 
knowledge (Yarmohammadi, 1995)[26]. However, due to a number of factors, discrepancies 
between the two corpora led to a rise in the presence of steps or step frequency. In order to 
make the description clearer, the moves and steps were accompanied by examples taken 
directly from the two corpora.  
 

Table 1. Moves and steps found in the local and international corpora 

Move/Step Frequency 
 

 Local Corpus 
(N=45) 

International Corpus (N=45) 

 
M1: Stating why the topic is important 

 
45 (100%) 

 
45 (100%) 

S1: Commenting on the importance of the topic 44 (98%) 45 (100%) 
S2: Making topic generalizations 20 (44%) 33 (73%) 
S3: Reviewing previous research 

 45 (100%) 45 (100%) 

M2: Preparing for the present study 32 (71%) 35 (78%) 
S1: Raising research problem 16 (36%) 0 
S2: Indicating a research gap 18 (40%) 35 (78%) 

S3: Making a hypothesis 
 

0 3 (7%) 

M3: Introducing the present study 45 (100%) 45 (100%) 
S1: Stating research purpose(s) 43 (96%) 41 (91%) 

S2: Presenting hypotheses 0 3 (7%) 
S3: Describing research procedures 19 (42%) 26 (58%) 

S4: Presenting research findings 3 (7%) 10 (22%) 
S5:Stating the value of the present study 24 (53%) 5 (11%) 

Note 1. N = the total number of analyzed RA Introductions in this study. 2. % = the frequency of 
occurrence of a move/step. 
 
Move 1: Stating why the topic is important. 
Move 1 functions as an orientation for readers by establishing the significance of the research 
within the field. The analysis of the two corpora confirmed that writers justify the importance 
of the topic in three ways: by commenting on the importance of the topic (Step 1), by making 
topic generalizations (Step 2) and by reviewing previous research (Step 3).   
Move 1, Step 1: Commenting on the importance of the topic. 
Found 44 times in the local corpora and 45 times in the international corpora, Step 1 should be 
included in academic writing to justify why a study is important and worth investigating. At the 
same time, linguistic features of this move type contained lexical items or phrases to indicate 
the significance of the research topic (e.g. play an important role, is the most important, known) 
using present simple tense, present perfect tense and past simple tense. Particularly, present 
simple tense was the predominant tense.  
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Examples: 1) Skeletal muscle accounts for 40-50% of body weight, and is the most important 
product for the poultry industry. Nutritional and metabolic exposure during critical periods of 
early development can have long-term programming effect on health and in adulthood (R). 
(LA4). 
2) The ER plays an important role in a variety of cellular processes, including lipid and protein 
synthesis, protein folding, and post-translational modification of proteins. (IP14). 
Move 1, Step 2: Making topic generalizations  
Step 2 presents a statement about the general knowledge of the current study, so non-past 
tenses (present simple and present perfect tense) were prominent in this step. The frequency 
of this step in the international corpus (73%) was far greater than in the local corpus (44%), 
showing that international researchers had a greater preference for generalizing the 
knowledge of the study.    
Examples: 1) Intermittent feeding, chickens fed ad libitum on one day and fasted on the other 
day, is one of the common strategies of feed restriction for higher feeding efficiency in the 
poultry industry in China. (LA5).  
2) There is growing concern that food allergies are increasing at an alarming rate for reasons 
that are not well understood. (IF11). 
Move 1, Step 3: Reviewing previous research. 
The last step in establishing the importance of the study (Move 1) was to review specific 
research results relevant to the research topic (Step 3). Consequently, a citation must occur 
with this move type and became the most salient feature. As a reference feature, statements of 
citation can be signaled by reporting verbs (e.g. report, describe, propose, show, suggest) in the 
form of present simple tense, present perfect tense or past simple tense. Two sets of data always 
have a literature review (Step 3) likely due to the fact that researchers need to convince readers 
of the importance of the topic (Step 1) by showing the evidence from previous research.   
Examples: 1) This “nutritional or metabolic programming” has been described not only in 
mammals (R), but also in avian species. A large number of studies have been done in chickens 
to investigate the long-term effect of early nutritional manipulation on body and muscle growth 
(R). (LA5). 
3) Polyethylene glycol (PEG) has been commonly used in studies to determine effects of tannins 
on silage preservation and animal metabolism (R), as PEG binds to tannins to inhibit their 
biological action. (IA12).   
Move 2: Preparing for the present study.  
Move 2 functions as a “mini-critique” (Kanoksilapatham, 2011) and was a key move being the 
hinge that connecting Move 1 (Stating why the topic is important) to Move 3 (Introducing the 
present study), that is, “what has been done” to “what the present research is about”. Writers 
built “demand” for the current contribution and argue for the importance of the topic (Move 1) 
in three ways: by establishing a research problem (Step 1), by indicating a research gap (Step 
2) and by crafting a hypothesis (Step 3). Possibly, the presence of such three steps revealed the 
most striking difference between the two corpora.  
Move 2, Step 1: Raising a research problem. 
Step 1, being absent in the international dataset, was found 16 times in the local corpus, 
showing that Chinese writers could present their knowledge of “the state of the art” of their 
field by raising a problem. A possible explanation for Chinese researchers to employ Step 1 
(Raising research problem) was that writers need to strengthen their justification by needs in 
the real world (Samraj, 2002). In the statement of the research problem, the researcher did not 
need to create a gap himself; rather he used a problem occurring in the real world or found in 
previous research, to serve as a background for the presentation of his work. In this regard, 
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citations should accompany the statement of the research problem (Step 1) as found by 
previous studies. The function of this step can be signaled by words indicating a problem 
needing a solution, for example, imperative problem, the more serious problems and a common 
problem. 
Examples: 1) As a big country of soybean production, the soybean yield of China often remains 
too low to satisfy its requirement. (LP6). 
2) According to recent studies, repeated application of poultry litter (R), pig slurry (R) or cattle 
manure (R) can also substantially increase the Cu and Zn contents in the upper soil layer.  There 
has been insecure factor that a mass of livestock and poultry manures which have a high 
concentration of heavy metals have been applied for a long term (R). It is the imperative 
problem to study how to input the manures safely. (LP1). 
Move 2, Step 2: Indicating a research gap. 
The function of Step 2 is to pinpoint the insufficiency or absence of a research topic in the area 
of the study. This step was found in 40% of the local and 78% of the international corpora. The 
lower frequency in the local corpus could be explained by cultural conventions of Chinese 
writers, who prefer non-threatening and face keeping techniques in their writing style more 
than their English counterparts do (Taylor & Tringguang, 1991). Usually, Chinese writers might 
not feel comfortable to give negative comments on previous research. To accomplish its 
function, the linguistic indicators of gaps included the words however, but, few, not been, no, 
little, while, although and limited. Although this step was heavily loaded with a variety of 
linguistic indicators, the use of however was by far the most common, with 9 and 16 
occurrences found in the local and international corpora. Finally, Step 2 can be used in three 
linguistic forms, including present simple tense with active voice, present perfect tense with 
passive voice and past simple tense with active voice.  
Examples: 1) How satellite cell GH receptor and IGF-I receptor expression responds to long-
term early-age feed restriction has not been adequately elucidated. (LA5).  
2) Although cytosolic Hsp90 proteins have been well characterized in plants, ER-resident 
Hsp90 proteins are still largely unknown. (IC14). 
3) Unfortunately, the limited sampling and poor resolution of the molecular markers provided 
little decisive information about the actual evolutionary relationship between them. (IA2). 
Move 2, Step 3: Making a hypothesis.  
The statement of Step 3, signaled by the word “hypothesis” or “hypothesized”, was raised at the 
end of the literature review (Move 1, Step 3) and might recur with reviews of individual items 
several times. Although this step can be used to construct research objectives explicitly, only 
three international Introduction sections were found to use this step. The lack of explicitness 
in the local corpus can be interpreted as reflecting Chinese high-context communication. That 
is, in high-context communication, utterances are generally less explicit and less elaborate (Hall, 
1976, cited in Loi & Evans, 2010). On the other hand, international researchers were more likely 
to makes their texts less demanding for their readers for the purpose of meeting the 
expectations of international discourse community (Ye, 2019).  
Example: During homogenization of fat in milk protein solution, competitive absorption 
between CM and PM (native or aggregated) occurs leading to the formation of a complex layer 
(R).  Absorption of aggregates leads to bridging flocculation between droplets favoring the 
structuring of the emulsion. Moreover, Esuston, Finnigan and Hirst (2000) suggested that WP 
were only partly unfolded at oil droplet surface and consequently some hydrophobic amino-
acid residues remained directed towards the aqueous phase favoring droplet aggregation. 
(Move 1, Step 3)   In line with these results, we hypothesize changes in protein structure caused 
by heat treatment could induce different structures of the interfacial layer (difference of 
thickness and of homogeneity) with or without disulfide bridges. (Move 2, Step 3) (IF9). 
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Move 3: Introducing the present study.  
Move 3 (Introducing the present study) is closely connected to Move 2 (Preparing for the 
present study) as it functions to fill in gaps. This move was accomplished in four steps for the 
local dataset and in five steps for the international dataset.   
Move 3, Step 1: Stating research purpose(s). 
Step 1, the most frequent step in both datasets, can be presented either in the statement of 
purpose(s) explicitly or in the form of research question(s) as shown in Example 1. Typically, 
this step was marked by the linguistic indicators (e.g. purpose(s), aim(s), objective(s)) and the 
present simple tense or past simple tense of the verb-to-be. In fact, the combination of these 
grammatical and lexical features formed a typical formula to state the research purposes as 
follows: 
 

 
Example: The purpose of this study was to further study the effects of different facilities on the 
laying performance, egg quality and air quality for commercial layers under free range system. 
(LA9). 
In addition, the research purpose(s) could be expressed in the form of this or the plus the 
common nouns (e.g. paper, work, study, research, experiment) or the word we (even in single-
authored RAs) at the beginning of a certain sentence, followed by verbs using the past simple 
tense (e.g. compared, investigated, tested, focused, attempted to). As seen, the second linguistic 
form to indicate research objective(s) emerged from the combination of these grammatical and 
lexical features.  

 
Examples: 3) This research tested the effect of one ingredients mulberry leaves on the 
performance of laying hens serum biochemistry and egg quality. (LA10). 
4) Specifically, we tested whether the VAZ cycle activity is triggered in darkness by dehydration.  
(IC8).  
Move 3, Step 2: Presenting hypotheses.  
This step, functioning to state research hypotheses, was found three times in international 
corpus while it was completely absent in the local corpus. This was in agreement with the 
findings of Tessuto’s (2015) study, in which this step was occasionally used in the Introductions 
of Law research articles. Step 2 was used concurrently with Step 1 (Stating research 
purpose(s)). Clearly, the word hypothesis was the most salient linguistic indicator to introduce 
this step.  

objective(s)                                                  paper                                is/are 
The              purpose(s)           +    of the/this     +     work      + 

            aim(s)                                                        study                               was/were 
                                                                                           research 
                                                                                        experiment 
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Example: The objective of this study was to gain insight to on the physiological involvement of 
miRNAs in follicular maturation in the mare.  (Move 3, Step 1) The overall hypothesis was that 
differences in miRNA levels between these 2 types of follicles would be in each case consistent 
with follicular roles proposed in earlier in vitro studies.  (Move 3, Step 2) (IA4). 
Move 3, Step 3: Describing research procedures. 
The statement of the major procedural features was found 19 times in the Chinese, and 26 times 
in international corpora, indicating that international researchers seemed to favor the use of 
this move to encourage readers to continue reading. As indicated by its move label, Step 3 was 
mainly expressed by prevalent research activity verbs (e.g. collect, measure, estimate, perform, 
and compare) used together with the past simple tense.  In addition, the pronoun we was 
perhaps the most striking difference between the two datasets. Specifically, the pronoun we, 
completely absent in the local corpus, was observed in 8 out of 26 papers published 
internationally. It was likely because the word we, as indicated by its plural form, can increase 
the sense of reliability of the study (Ye,2019).  
Examples: 1) In this study, the antioxidant capacity of theabrownin was measured by DPPH 
method after isolating. (LF5). 
2) We examined the effect of RF treatment on brown rot at different times after inoculation of 
the fruit, on fruit challenged with different inoculum concentrations, and with fruit at different 
maturity stages.  The efficacy of the RF treatment also was tested with naturally infected fruit.  
In addition, the effect of RF treatment on fruit quality was evaluated in peaches and nectarines.  
(IC9). 
Move 3, Step 4: Presenting research findings.  
Step 4 presents the main findings of the study with a small number of occurrences in the local 
(7%) and international datasets (22%). The occurrence of this step was varied in different 
disciplines. For example, it was found in 35% of electrical engineering research articles, 30% of 
chemical engineering research articles, 42% of anthropology research articles and 43% of 
sociology research articles (Lu et al., 2021b). Perhaps, we can reach a conclusion that hard 
science researchers or soft science researchers tended to include the important results of the 
experiments in the Introduction section in order to encourage readers to read further.   
Typically, this step was marked by prevalent lexical features indicating findings (e.g. results, 
analysis and effects) and the past simple tense with passive voice. In addition, the word we can 
be followed by verbs in the form of past simple tense (e.g. reported, presented, and showed). 
However, it should be noted that we, missing in the local corpus, was used in 6 out of 10 
international RAs. Possibly, this difference can be explained by the fact that the use of plural 
first person pronouns may help shorten the distance between researchers and readers (Li & Ge, 
2009)[27].   
Examples: 1) The results indicated that the CRFs had significant effects on controlling nutrient 
release. (LP5). 
2) Here, we presented results from both small RNA gel blots and deep sequencing of small RNA 
populations from several genotypes of soybean. (IP1). 
Move 3, Step 5: Stating the value of the present study.  
Through this step, the possible contribution of the research results was introduced. Step 5 was 
optional in both corpora, but this step was with a higher frequency in the local corpus (53%) 
than in the international corpus (11%), showing that Chinese researchers placed more 
emphasis on highlighting the value of their own research than their international counterparts. 
Examples of phrases related to the application or significance of the study included provide 
scientific basis and provide theoretical reference. 
Examples: 1) Meanwhile, the experiment provided the theoretical basis for the effective 
prevention of uraturia and the rational use of cotton-by product resources. (LA1). 
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2) The results of this study could provide rice breeders and eventually commercial rice growers 
new opportunities to promote the production of rice with enhanced levels of the bioactive 
compounds. (IF15). 

4. Conclusion 

The present study aimed to explore the variations in rhetorical structures between the two 
corpora. Although the rhetorical structure of Chinese Introductions resembles international 
Introductions in general, a degree of culture specific variation was found at the micro level. First 
of all, due to the fact that international researchers showed a greater preference for 
generalizing the knowledge of the current study than their Chinese counterparts, Move 1, Step 
2 (Making topic generalizations) was conventional in the international but optional in the local 
dataset. Second, Chinese writers used research problem (Move 2, Step 1) or research gap (Move 
2, Step 2) to create a rationale before introducing the current study. Yet, international 
researchers strengthened their justification by presenting research gap (Move 2, Step 2) or 
hypothesis (Move 2, Step 3). Third, apart from statement of research purpose(s) (Move 3, Step 
1), international academics presented hypotheses (Move 3, Step 2) to construct research 
objectives explicitly as well.  
Since the two versions are accepted for publication in renowned journals, Chinese novice 
writers need to learn the rhetorical structures of the two sets of RAs, making sure that their 
writing could follow the conventions in the local Chinese and international publication contexts. 
Yet, such information is rarely included in writers’ manuals or writing handbooks. When 
learners are made aware of the differences between these two publication levels, they could 
write their RAs more effectively to be acceptable for international publication.  
However, due to the limitations of this study, some recommendations are suggested for further 
study. First, since the structural organizations presented in the study were obtained from only 
45 RAs, further research is needed to analyze more RAs in order to yield more conclusive 
findings. Second, the lack of follow-up interviews with agricultural science researchers is 
another major limitation to the study because interviewing can help the analyst construct a 
better understanding of the writers’ intentions and the conventional move structure of papers 
in specific disciplines (Flowerdew & Wan, 2010)[28]. Thus, further research can conduct an 
interview with Chinese researchers in agricultural science, who published in English journals, 
in order to increase reliability of results.  
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